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All your reconciliations, automated

Improve processes, cut costs, secure compliance.
Meet the next-gen reconciliation software.






Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.








Trusted by hundreds of CFOs around the world.
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Why choose Aurum as your reconciliation software provider?





Next-level reporting for every need

Creating and delivering reports for different stakeholders is hard. We can make it simple. Create custom reports, and leverage industry-standard ones to make your reporting easier. You can also integrate with PowerBI, Clickbase and others.





Aim for the 99% matching rate

It’s impossible to avoid exceptions. With our world-class data-matching engine, we can continuously help you improve your matching rates. By using the right rules, your team can spend less time managing exceptions and more time on essential tasks for your business.




Integrate all your systems into one.

Manually downloading reports from all your systems can be labour intense and time-consuming. Our software is data agnostic and has more than 600 payment providers, banks, platforms, and other systems integrated. No matter who you work with, you can start your reconciliation automation journey today.
















We match millions of transactions daily.

We empower the world’s best finance teams, from disruptive next-generation start-ups to leading global enterprises.


June Manock, Head of Control
Betfred

“We’re absolutely satisfied with the way Aurum handles our accounts. We’re satisfied with the way it manages exceptions and reports. It helps by posting into our finance system as well, before we used a completely separate process. Now it pretty much writes the journal for us!”

See case study
[image: ]Dave Ross, Chief Finance Officer
Stonegate Group

"Making it simple was the main thing. The drag and drop on the dashboard and the way you can use your data in seconds… that was huge."

See case study
Kevin Cole, Financial Controller
BPL Solicitors

“Once we saw the impressive functionality along with the intuitive, easy to use interface, the decision became a bit of a ‘no-brainer”

See case study
Oana Tinta, Treasury Specialist
NetBet

“Aurum Solutions has saved NetBet money and increased the team's productivity.”

See case study
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[image: ]Keith Clarke, Reconciliations Analyst
Octopus Investments

"The service that we receive from Aurum Solutions is unique in my experience. They are very hands-on and employ a collaborative approach that has been very successful. That was amazing feeling the same about."

See case study
[image: ]Mandy Healey, Customer Accounts Manager
Admiral


”Our reconciliation process takes less time now and productivity has improved. We’re achieving 90% or better in terms of automatic match rates; the way our business is expanding there’d be a problem if it was much less than that!”

See case study
[image: ]Yannick Xuereb, Finance Manager
PressEnter

“The reconciliation process before Aurum was quite manual… and with a more manual process comes more human error, and a lot more time needs to be dedicated to the process. With Aurum we have automation, we have large matching rates, and we can have our team dedicated to more important tasks.”


See case study
Keith Wilson, Chief Accountant
Young's

"We’ve had great support from Aurum Solutions throughout the project. Overall the impact of the solution on the business has been very positive, and that’s a good and very meaningful result for us."

See case study
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[image: ]Mark Chapman, IT Business Engagement Lead
Imperial Brands

"Working with Aurum has been one of the best project experiences I have enjoyed in recent years. They integrated into the project team extremely quickly and combined excellent technical expertise together with an exceptional ability to understand Imperial's processes and ways of working even as they varied from country to country."

See case study
Eddie Inskip, Financial Systems and Forecasting Manager
The Nottingham Building Society

”Aurum Solutions was cost-effective and offered all of the functionality of the high-end system combined with the greatest amount of flexibility to meet our reconciliation requirements.”

See case study
Vicky Reaney, Banking and Administrator Manager
Co-op

“Aurum plays a vital role in ensuring the efficiency of our bank statement reconciliations. The audit trail is invaluable too as we can see exactly which transactions have been matched and where differences were created”

See case study
[image: ]Emmett Young, Finance Supervisor
Henderson Group

"A lot of the vendors had good products which stacked up reasonably well with Aurum. But I found that other vendors were not listening to my requirements, and they were not addressing all of my internal processes. But when I linked up with Aurum Solutions, it was more about what Aurum could do for me, rather than what Aurum could sell to me.”

See case study
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Powerful features, built for ambitious teams.

Bring all your financial data together using our next-gen reconciliation software.


Automatic imports
Collaborate with your team
Custom dashboards
Full audit trail
Balance and Fee checker
Keep your data private
Custom matching rules



Automatic imports

Let the software do all the work for you. Schedule automatic imports for when you're sleeping so you can start the day with most of the job done.





Collaborate 
with your team

Assign transactions, add notes, collaborate and work seamlessly with your team. Prevent your communication from getting lost in different channels.





Custom dashboards

Visualise data in an easy to digest way. Be able to always answer questions about your financial landscape at any given moment.





Full audit trail

Keep track of all changes and updates on a transactional level. Understand when transactions were matched, who solved exceptions, and who signed off an account.





Balance and Fee checker

Check all your balances with confidence that all your financial data is accurate at any given moment. We can also provide you with detailed reports on FX rates and transaction fees.





Keep your data private

Our product is designed for privacy. Your data remains your own. You can choose to host your database wherever you think it's safe.





Custom matching rules

Besides the pre-configured industry-specific matching rules, you can create your own according to your needs. With our drag-and-drop system you build the rules independently.








Looking for the right reconciliation experts?

Our team of consultants have decades of experience in this industry. They are here to help you.





















By submitting this form, I confirm that I have read and understood Aurum’s Privacy Policy.




Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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Get the best support in our industry.

Tired of requesting support from people who don’t understand your problems? Our UK support team are vastly experienced, full-time employees who work with our software day in, day out to resolve any issues you might have.

82%
of all our support cases are 
solved in less than 24h






Are you ready to automate your reconciliation?
See our product in action, meet our team, and learn why so many companies choose our reconciliation software.

Request Demo




Ready for the
next-gen?

See our product in action.






Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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